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STOCK ANALYSIS

DAVID VOMUND

®

INVESTING OVERSEAS WITH

CLOSED-END FUNDS

By David Vomund

Overseas investments are
catching the headlines as most
foreign markets are signifi-

cantly outperforming the U.S. market.
Do you know what country had one of
the strongest overseas markets in 1993?
Answer:  Turkey, which increased just
over 200%.  Several other markets also
produced triple digit gains last year.
The Philippine market was up 120%, the
Hong Kong market up 110% and
Finland up 100%.

We first
encouraged AIQ
users to look
overseas in the
Opening Bell
Monthly of
November 1992.
Back then the
overseas markets were lagging our
market and were ignored by most
investors.  How things have changed.
With the increased interest in foreign
markets, a wide variety of closed-end
country and region mutual funds are
appearing.  A closed-end mutual fund is
a fund that has a fixed number of shares
and is traded on an organized exchange
similar to a stock.  Since these shares
have both price and volume,

StockExpert and
TradingExpert can
be used for
technical timing.

There are advantages and disadvan-
tages to international investing.  The
advantage is that you gain diversification
by investing in a market that does not
move in line with our market.  When the
U.S. market corrects, portfolio losses are

reduced since
prices of foreign
stocks are usually
unaffected by dips
in our stock prices.
Another advantage
is that you can
profit from events
that improve the
economies of

foreign countries.  Ending apartheid in
South Africa is helping their stocks.
NAFTA is boosting the economies and
stock prices in Mexico and South America.

The disadvantage of holding these
securities is that shareholders are subjected
to risks that don�t exist in the U.S. market.
First, there is a currency risk.  By buying
shares of a closed-end fund that invests
overseas, you are also buying the currency

�You gain diversification by
investing in a market that
does not move in line with

our market.�
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of the countries involved.  If the dollar
rises against their currency, you can
incur a loss even when the value of the
fund's shares (measured in the local
currency) increases.  Currency fluctua-
tions can also work in your favor.
Huge gains can be seen when the
fund�s holdings increase at the same
time that the dollar loses value.

Another factor is political risk.
Many of the emerging countries are on
the right path but their governments
are held up by a thread.  In such
countries, a coup or natural disaster
could easily cripple the economy.  Even
countries with economies as strong as
China are affected.  If the U.S. does not
grant most favored nation status, it is
likely that their shares will fall.

Since the number of shares is fixed,
a closed-end fund can sell at a pre-
mium or a discount to the value of the
fund�s holdings.  When a fund is
selling at a premium, it means that if
the fund liquidates its holdings, it
would not have enough money to pay
its shareholders the value of their
holdings.

Premiums or discounts are not a
major concern if you are using AIQ to
trade these securities.  If you are a buy-
and-hold investor, however, try
limiting your purchases to funds that
are sold at a discount.  Buying a fund at
a high premium is equivalent to
jumping on the bandwagon--a sure fire
way to lose money.

Opening Bell Monthly
G.R. Barbor, Editor
P.O. Box 7530
Incline Village, NV  89452

AIQ Opening Bell Monthly does not intend
to make trading recommendations, nor do
we publish, keep or claim any track records.
It is designed as a serious tool to aid
investors in their trading decisions through
the use of AIQ software and an increased
familiarity with technical indicators and
trading strategies.  AIQ reserves the right to
use or edit submissions.  Subscriptions: 12
issues for $175.  24 issues for $300.

Phone 1-800-332-2999 or 1-702-831-2999.
© 1993, 1994 AIQ Incorporated

PLEASE SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO:

Ticker Fund

AF Argentina Fund

APB Asia Pacific Fund

BZF Brazil Fund

CH Chile Fund

CHN China Fund

FRG Emerging Germany Fund

MEF Emerging Mexico Fund

EF Europe Fund

EWF European Warrant Fund

IAF First Australia

FPF First Philippine Fund

FRF France Growth Fund

FGF Future Germany Fund

GER Germany Fund

GSP Growth Fund Spain

GTF GT Greater Europe Fund

IGF India Growth Fund

IF Indonesia Fund

ITA Italy Fund

Ticker Fund

JGF Jakarta Growth Fund

JOF Japan OTC Equity Fund

JFC Jardine Fleming China

KF Korea Fund

LAQ Latin America Equity Fund

LAM Latin America Invt Fund

MF Malaysia Fund

MXE Mexico Equity & Income

MXF Mexico Fund

GF New Germany Fund

PGF Portugal Fund

ROC ROC Taiwan Fund

SAF Scudder New Asia

NEF Scudder New Europe

SGF Singapore Fund

SNF Spain Fund

SWZ Swiss Helvetia Fund

TWN Taiwan Fund

TC Thai Capital Fund

TTF Thai Fund

TKF Turkish Investment Fund

Table 1

Closed-End International Funds

Figure 1
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Fund premiums and discounts are
listed each week in the �Closed-End
Funds� section in Barron�s.

The price of closed-end mutual
funds can also be affected by the mood
on Wall Street.  On February 4, the day
the Dow fell almost 100 points, many
closed-end funds also fell.  This can
lead to great buying opportunities if
your timing is right.  That�s where AIQ
comes in.

Table 1 is a list of the major closed-
end funds along with their ticker
symbols.

Most of these funds work well with
AIQ.  However, some always close on
their daily high or their daily low, but
never in between.  With these funds,
the Expert Ratings on the daily charts
are not valid so weekly chart analysis
should be emphasized.  Others have
sufficient volume to produce valid
readings on both the daily and weekly
charts.

An example of a fund that works
well with AIQ is the Emerging Mexico
Fund (MEF), shown in Figure 1.  On
November 5 it gave the first of four
consecutive buy signals right at the
low.  It is currently just below a short-
term resistance trendline.

The popularity of international
investing has driven up share prices of
international funds and the risk is now
much greater.  However, these securi-
ties shouldn�t be ignored.  There are
still areas of growth and by proper
security selection, gains in overseas
shares can increase portfolio returns
and reduce portfolio variability. n

David Vomund is publisher of two
advisories for stock and sector fund
investing available by fax or mail.  For
information, phone 702-831-1544, or write
Vomund Investment Services, P.O. Box
6253, Incline Village, NV 89450.

The following table shows past and future stock splits and large dividends:

Name Changes:

Sybron Corp (SYB) to Sybron Int�l (SYB)

Burlington Inds Equity Inc. (BUR) to Burlington Industries Inc (BUR)

Hyatt Regency O�Hare, Chicago
Friday and Saturday,
March 11 and 12
(1-day and 2-day seminars)

Hyatt Regency, Orlando, FL
Orlando International Airport
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
April 28, 29, and 30
(1-day, 2-day, and 3-day seminars)

AIQ 1994 EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS

5th Annual Lake Tahoe Seminar
Hyatt Regency, Incline Village, NV
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
September 29, 30, and October 1

For  complete agendas and prices,
please phone AIQ toll-free,
 1-800-332-2999

Stock Ticker Split/Div. Date

IDB Communications IDBX 3.15:1 02/07/94

MBNA Corp KRB 3:2 02/15/94

Pyxis Corp PYXS 2:1 02/17/94

High Plains Corp HIPC 6:5 02/22/94

Chronimed Inc. CHMD 3:2 02/22/94

Diebold DBB 3:2 02/23/94

EA Engine Science EACO 3:2 02/24/94

Cooperative Bk Svg. COOP 3:2 02/25/94

Electro Rent ELRC 3:2 02/28/94

Railroad Fin�l RF 3:2 02/28/94

Southern Co. SO 2:1 03/01/94

National Security Grp NSEC 3:2 03/01/94

Sport Supply Group GYM 5:4 03/02/94

Applied Innovation AINN 3:2 03/03/94

Andrew Corp ANDW 3:2 03/03/94

Callaway Golf ELY 2:1 03/04/94

Shelter Components SST 3:2 03/09/94

Healthsource Inc HS 2:1 03/15/94

Watts Ind. WATTA 2:1 03/16/94

Bancorp Hawaii BOH 3:2 03/16/94

Allied Signal ALD 2:1 03/15/94

La Quinta Inns LQI 3:2 03/16/94

Duriron Co DURI 3:2 03/28/94

STOCK DATA MAINTENANCE
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DR. J.D. SMITH

Last fall, in the Opening Bell
Monthly and at our October
seminar, I elaborated on the

concept of a personal trading log
maintained by hand and completed
each day as a written record of my
daily market prognostications.  It is my
belief that the process of completing
such a log forces more active participa-
tion in detailed market analysis rather
than the passive role of simply letting
the computer flash an Expert Rating
and using the colored barometer
for signal confirmation.

However, a lot of people
have asked �why go to the
bother of filling out a log by
hand when the computer could
do the same job a lot faster?�
The answer, of course, is to
facilitate (i.e., force) active
personal participation in market
analysis, the assumption being that
active participation will result in better
judgments and greater confidence.

 In spite of my reasoned and
logical discourse on the merits of a
manual log, a number of users have
lobbied Dee Dee (Diana Kincade, head
of AIQ�s development team) trying to
convince her that an automatic version
of the Market Log is really needed in
the next release of TradingExpert.  If
you were one of those users, you�ve got
your wish.  An automated version of
the Market Log has been incorporated
in TradingExpert 3.0, and I must admit
that it turned out rather well.

The computerized Market Log,
which is available as a system report,
provides a synthesis of the three
concerns we have in stock trading;  that
is, market direction, sector rotation,
and stock analysis.  Although the

design of the computerized log is very
similar to my manual Market Log, it is
not meant to be a replacement for the
manual version, which I still recom-
mend.  Rather, it is provided for those
of you who have found the manual
version to be too time consuming.

Example Market Log
Figure 2 is an example of the

Market Log for December 17, 1993.
What does this log tell us about the
market on that Friday?  Perhaps you
can refer to the log as you read my
comments.

On Friday, December 17, I started

my analysis at 4:45 p.m. (West Coast
time), after the close of the market and
the updating of my data base.  Just as
in the manual log, the date is followed
by a personal assessment, on a scale
between 1 to 7 (with 7 being best).  This
forces me to stop and think about how
I am feeling both physically and
emotionally, and whether or not I am
capable of making good investment
decisions.  I marked a 5, because on
this day I felt above average.

As for the market, it was a good
day.  The Dow Jones was up 25, and
the S&P was up 3.  The Expert Rating
was very good news � a 98 to the
upside, which followed the 1-99
generated three days earlier.  The
Weighted Action List and the Up/
Down Signal Ratio from the uncon-
firmed signals (Signal Effectiveness
Report) are not showing much.  But the

Group Score and the Group Delta
(Group Analysis Report) are on the
bullish side.

The check list on the next line (last
line of the top section) shows that I
have completed my Stop Loss evalua-
tion, looking for stocks that have been
stopped out, and reviewed my Portfo-
lio Index.  On this particular day, one
of my portfolio positions hit a stop
point, so I need to find a new position
to fill out my portfolio.

Market Plot Section
In the next section (titled Market

Plot), indicators on the Market Plot are
evaluated in terms of the direction
that they are moving.  The three
center columns are labeled u (up),
s (sideways), and d (down).  The
+ column at left is used to indicate
a very strong up, and the -
column at right is for a very
strong down.  The two columns
on the left are for bullish marks,
and the two columns at the right

are for bearish marks.  The plus or
minus entries in the u (up) or d (down)
columns are simply micro adjustments
to the general direction of the indicator.
A minus on the left is used to indicate a
bullish indicator that is showing signs
of weakness.  A plus on the right side
indicates a bearish indicator that is
showing signs of strength.

The overall picture from the
Market Plot on December 17 is mixed.
The real message comes from differ-
ences between the prior day�s Market
Log and today�s � the Market Log on
the 16th versus the Market Log on the
17th.  I look at the changes in the
evaluations from the prior day.  This
comparison shows an increase in
market breadth, with the Advance/
Decline Indicator bearish but showing
strength and the Advance/Decline
Oscillator  strongly bullish.

A lot of people have asked, �why
go to the bother of filling out a log
by hand when the computer could

do the same job a lot faster?�

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

YOU�VE GOT YOUR WISH �
THE COMPUTERIZED MARKET LOG
By Dr. J.D. Smith
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Access Plot Section
This section displays the evalua-

tion of the Access Plot,  which reflects
an analysis of the 700 stocks in my data
base.  This picture is clearly bullish.
Even the indicators on the bearish
(right) side of the matrix have pluses,
indicating a slight bullish movement.

At this point I have a choice.  I can
make a prognostication without first
looking at sector rotation.  Or, I can
analyze sector rotation before deciding
whether to be bullish or bearish.  Since
I needed a position to fill out my
portfolio, I proceeded with sector
rotation before making a judgment.

Sector Rotation Section
In this section, you can designate

your own sectors by entering the name
of the master sector ticker of your
structure in Daily Report Criteria.  The
sectors that you have designated are
listed along the left-hand side of the
Sector Rotation section of the Market
Log.  At the top is the master sector,
which combines all of the sectors below
and identifies the group/sector pyra-
mid that you have selected.

I use the AIQ Group/Sector
Pyramid, which is identified by the
master sector ticker name AIQI.

Sector analysis is the same as on

the manual version of the Market Log.
In the center of the indicator evaluation
section (left side of Sector Rotation
section) is price momentum from
MACDI (up, sideways or down).
Again, bullish marks are to the left and
bearish marks to the right.  The col-
umns labeled t contain the trend, from
the Directional Movement Index.  The
next columns (labeled d or s) are
supply (s) or demand (d), derived from
an average of Money Flow, Volume
Accumulation %, and On-Balance
Volume %.  The outer columns labeled
p represent Positive Volume, bullish on
the left and bearish on the right.

Sector rotation on December 17 is
mixed.  In a bullish market, the pre-
dominance of the marks would be on
the left.  Likewise, the marks would be
on the right in a bearish market.  What
we see here is a rotating market, which
means that we can now take positions
before the overall direction of the
market has clearly been established.

The right-hand side of the Sector
Rotation section displays a tally of
data, sector by sector, taken from the
new Sector Analysis Report.  The first
column (labeled TS) contains the Trend
Score.  Next is DTS (Delta Trend Score),
the change in trend score from the
previous day.  The calculation of the
Trend Score has not changed from the
prior version of TradingExpert; it is
simply an attempt to quantify the
strength of the trend.  The column
labeled up% is the percentage of
groups within each sector that have
had an up signal in the prior 10 days.
Down% is the number of groups within
the sector with a down signal in the
prior 10 days.  The Expert Rating level
for up and down signals and the time
period are user defined, changed and
controlled in Daily Report Criteria.

The next column, mdo (which
stands for MACDI Oscillator), is the
percentage of groups within the sector
with an increasing MACDI Oscillator.
Similarly, the next item, dmi, is the
percentage of groups within the sector
that have an increasing Directional
Movement Index.  The last item, mfo, is

Putting It All Together continued on page 6

Figure 2

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER  continuedd

. . .
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MatchMaker is an AIQ product that looks at the
correlations between different securities, testing
to see how closely they move in line with one

another.  Most people use MatchMaker to test the validity of
their industry groups, keeping the stocks that show a high
correlation with the industry group index and removing the
stocks which show a low correlation to the industry group
index.  We�ve seen in the last two issues that MatchMaker
can be useful in other ways.  In this article we will explain
another use for MatchMaker---pattern recognition.

In the December 1993 issue of Opening Bell I explained
that price patterns play an important role in my stock
selection process.  I�m looking for stocks that have good
relative strength but are not too volatile.  In that issue,
Computer Associates (CA) was displayed as an example of a
stock that had a price pattern that I liked.  Rather than
spending time looking for other stocks in the database with

the percentage of groups within the
sector with an increasing Money Flow
Oscillator.

The real benefit of this last section
comes into play when you are looking
for a position.  For example, if I were
bullish and I needed a position, I
would look for a high value in the up%
column, and I would see that the oil
sector has a value of 100.  This tells me
that 100% of the groups in the oil sector
have had an up signal within the last 10
days, a very bullish indication.  Look-
ing at the mdo value, I see that 100%
have an increasing MACDI Oscillator,
or price momentum.  However,
because none of the groups have
increasing Directional Movement Index
or Money Flow Oscillator, it may be a
little early for this sector.  Nevertheless,
this is a good place to start looking for
a long position.

Prognostication
Now is the time to make a prog-

nostication.  As you can see, I was
bullish on this particular day.  I also

noted why I was bullish � what factors
came into play in making my decision
� so that when I review this log at
some future time trying to improve my
trading process, I will know exactly
what I was thinking.  In this case, I am
bullish because of the upside Expert
Rating combined with the strong group
Delta and very strong Access Plot.  I
am also encouraged by the fact that
market breadth is increasing and sector
rotation is slowly turning bullish � I
found the latter by comparing today�s
log with the prior two Market Logs.

I then initialed my prognostication,
saying this is my judgment and the
basis upon which I would make
investment decisions.

Review
The Market Log is designed to be

evaluated each market day, the result
being an ongoing awareness of the ebb
and flow of not only the overall market
but also the sectors that make up the
market.

Although this automated version is
an obvious time saver, I have not
changed my mind about the manual
approach.  I still believe that the
personal involvement gained by
examining the individual Market Plot
indicators along with the summary
indicators on the Access Plot and the
various sectors in the AIQ pyramid will
result in superior market judgments.
But, I also know that this new auto-
matic Market Log will be of benefit for
those users who simply do not have the
time or inclination to complete the
manual process.  Also, it can be a
valuable training device for those who
complete the manual log and then
compare their judgments with those of
the computer.

Our objectives are all the same, to
trade successfully in the market.  This
automatic Market Log is simply
another tool added to our kit bag to
help us reach this goal.  It will prove to
be valuable to many of us. n

FUN WITH MATCHMAKER - PART III
By David Vomund

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER  continued . . .

Computer Associates (CA) to All Stocks
AIQ MatchMaker Weekly Analysis

06/24/92 - 06/24/93

Coef. Ticker Stock/Mutual Fund

607 ORCL Oracle Systems Corp

594 FDCPX Fid. Select Computers

539 FSELX Fid. Select Electronics

538 CNR Conner Peripherals Inc.

533 CSCO Cisco Systems

522 NOVL Novell Inc.

522 LSCC Lattice Semiconductor

504 FSPTX Fid. Select Technology

502 ACAD Autodesk Inc.

Table 2

Tools of the Trade continued on page 7

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
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similar patterns, MatchMaker can be
used to get a list of all the stocks that
show a high correlation to the attrac-
tive stock, in this case CA.  Most of
these stocks will have price patterns
similar to CA.  With this list, I can then
examine the indicator and Expert
Rating readings to see if any are
attractive for purchase.

Let�s continue with the Computer
Associates example.  We used
MatchMaker to get a list of all stocks
with a high correlation to CA over a
one year time horizon.  This time
horizon is easily changed to fit your
needs (ie. if the attractive price pattern
covers a two year time period, then try
running MatchMaker with a two year
time period).  Table 2 shows all the
stocks with a correlation score of over
500.  We see the stock with the highest
correlation was another technology
stock, Oracle Systems.  Figures 3 and 4
show graphs of Computer Associates
and Oracles Systems.  Sure enough,
they have similar patterns.  ORCL had
a strong VApct reading and its last
confirmed Expert Rating was a buy.
This stock is also attractive for pur-
chase.

Using MatchMaker in this manner
is helpful for people who are looking
for certain price patterns.  In your
analysis, pick some stocks with attrac-
tive patterns and then let MatchMaker
find other stocks with similar patterns.
This can be a tremendous time saver. n

place, picking winning stocks is
harder.  For instance, on February 11,
the S&P 500 was up 1.25 points but
the number of declining stocks
significantly outnumbered the
number of advancing stocks.  Pick-
ing winning stocks is hard but not
impossible.  As always, there are
some industries which are under
accumulation and some industry
groups under distribution.  n

David Vomund

I t�s said that the job of the
Federal Reserve is to take away

the punch bowl as soon as the party
gets started.  That�s what happened
on �Fed Friday.�  The Fed not only
decided to raise short term rates,
but they also told us they were
going to do it.  This was unwelcome
news for a market that has been
fueled by lower interest rates.  The
Dow fell nearly 100 points.  Some
members of the financial press
wanted to declare this a crash.

Hardly.  The drop on February 4 didn�t
even register as one of the worst 100
days on Wall Street.  The market only
gave back its January gains.

There was enough market weak-
ness to register a 100 down signal.  On
that day, 85% of the stocks with
confirmed buy/sell signals were on the
sell side (using the database of stocks in
the AIQ Pyramid).  This is also a
bearish reading.  The market bounced
after the one day drop but has since
moved lower.  With a sell signal in

MARKET REVIEW

TOOLS OF THE TRADE   continued . . .

Figure 3

Figure 4
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GROUP OF THE MONTH

GROUP 2834A  PHARMACEUTICALS

S

computers?

Many users have their AIQ pro-
grams on more than one computer, but
want to keep the same database
updated on each system.  You could of
course download data into each system
via a modem, but this would entail
checking messages and making
corrections on both systems.  You could
also backup the data onto floppy disks
and restore the data onto the second
computer using a backup program (see
BACKUP and RESTORE in your DOS
manual).  This method, however,
requires many floppy disks and
considerable time.  If you have two
computers in different locations, you
might want to invest in a tape backup
to transfer the data from one system to
the other.  Alternatively, if the two
computers are in the same location (one
is a portable for example), you might
want to invest in a program that allows
transfer of data from one computer to
another via a cable connecting the
computers parrallel ports.  Your local
computer dealer should be able to

advise you what is best for your needs.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you are
transferring data from one computer to
another, only transfer the data
subdirectories in AIQ.  If you use
TradingExpert for example, there are 6
of these directories, MDATA, TDATA,
ODATA, PFTDATA, GRPDATA and
RPTDATA.  Do not transfer the AIQ
program files, as this may cause the
program to cease operating on the
computer you are transferring to.

Q. I tried to reinstall TradingExpert
from a DOS prompt within Windows and
had  problems.  What should I do?

If you are a Windows user and are
reinstalling, upgrading your AIQ
program, or installing any AIQ data
package, it is best to close Windows
entirely, rather than use the DOS
prompt from inside Windows.  Installa-
tions from the DOS prompt inside
Windows can lead to files being
installed incorrectly, especially if other
DOS applications are currently running
in the background of Windows. n

Our highlighted group this month was the darling of
the eighties but has recently lagged the market
averages.  The group is Pharmaceuticals.  Dow Jones

classified the stocks well in this group as AIQ MatchMaker
shows that all the stocks within the group are highly corre-
lated with the group index.  The fact that all the major
pharmaceutical companies move in line with one another
demonstrates the importance that group rotation plays in the
market.  Many of these companies have outstanding funda-
mentals but the group as a whole is not in favor.  Apparently
Wall Street thinks that health care reform hurt pharmaceuti-
cal companies.  When a group is out of favor, even the good
companies will lag the market.  Table 3 shows which stocks
comprise the Pharmaceutical group. n

Readers Forum is compiled from
questions frequently asked by our users. If
you have a question, please send a note to
Editor, Opening Bell Monthly, P.O. Box
7530, Incline Village, NV 89452.

STEVE HILL

Q. How do I print a list of the stock
symbols in my Tag List?

A. A common request from our
users is to be able to print out the
symbols of the stocks in a Tag List (not
the plots, just the symbols).  There is no
function in AIQ TradingExpert for this.
However, exiting to a DOS prompt and
typing the following commands should
print the list:

At the DOS prompt, type

 CD\TES\TDATA, press ENTER

Type PRINT TAGLIST.LST,
press ENTER

This should print all the stocks in
your Tag List.  (Note: if you are
prompted with �Name of list device:�,
for most parallel port printers, type
LPT1 and press ENTER).

Q. I update two computers every
night.  How can I transfer data  between

READERS FORUM

HINTS AND TIPS
By Steve Hill, AIQ Product Manager

Table 3

2834A Pharmaceuticals
AIQ MatchMaker Weekly Analysis

02/04/93 - 02/04/94

Coef. Tic. Stock

881 PFE Pfizer Inc
847 MRK Merck & Co
825 SGP Schering Plough
767 JNJ Johnson & Johnson
754 WLA Warner Lambert
741 AHP American Home Prod.
737 LLY Lilly Eli & Co
709  SYN Syntex Corp
704 BMY Bristol Myers Squibb
644 UPJ Upjohn Co


